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Message from the President

Touro College is proud to publish this third annual compendium of faculty publications, highlighting research and scholarship from throughout the Touro College and University System published in 2012. Through the accomplishments detailed in this volume, Touro carries forward its research enterprise, further demonstrating the depth and synergy of Touro’s scholarly endeavors and increasing our institution’s research footprint.

Research and scholarship play pivotal roles in upholding the ideals of our intellectual tradition and are integral to Touro’s mission. The scholarship detailed herein will provide new perspectives, improve teaching, and drive future research across a range of fields - from liberal arts and sciences through the gamut of professional disciplines - further enhancing our contributions to the world of higher education and beyond.

The Touro College & University System 2012 Faculty Publications is an extension of the Touro Faculty Publications Database (www.touro.edu/library), which contains over 2,300 entries reflecting the diverse research activities and interests throughout the Touro system. This database, created and maintained by Touro library staff to promote scholarship and research, includes journal articles; books and book chapters; conference proceedings; creative works; patents; and published dissertations and translations, among other items. The database contents, which are searchable by a variety of means, serve as another tool for sharing research and offer a broader view of Touro’s intellectual achievements. As in years past, I invite you to draw upon both the publication and the database, using them to continue to build our intellectual capital.

I applaud the innovative research and meticulous work of our dedicated faculty, their commitment to their disciplines and to our institution, and anticipate that Touro’s distinguished record of scholarship will continue to grow in quality and scope each year as we strive to promote excellence in education by making research and scholarship key components of our mission.

Sincerely,

Alan Kadish, M.D.
President and CEO
**Note from the Library**

Welcome to the third annual edition of Faculty Publications. The Jewish term for doing something three times is a "chazakah" which connotes an established commitment. The first edition of Faculty Publications was a success. The second edition was well received and showed an increase in contributors. With this third edition we see the continued increase in faculty support and we have had increased queries concerning entries.

We hope to make this year’s edition an established commitment on the part on the Touro College Libraries. I would like to express my gratitude to the Library staff members involved in the editing and entering of data, and the layout process. We appreciate the encouragement and support of Dr. Kadish who strongly promotes the research of the Touro College and University System staff and faculty.

This book has two parts: a listing of faculty members in alphabetical order and a listing of the publications by the different Touro College schools for ease of searchability. The 2012 book can be searched as a PDF at [www.touro.edu/library](http://www.touro.edu/library).

We encourage all faculty and staff members to inform the library of their publications and scholarly accomplishments. The library will in turn share their scholarship worldwide via the Faculty Publication database and Faculty Publications book.

**Bashe Simon**
**Director of Libraries**
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